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Dear our precious families and friends,  
  
The Chan Family, Kenneth, Florence and Michael extend to you, our very best wishes for a  new 
year 
that brings many thanks to your deepest desires of the current year . 
  
We wish you have a year in 2008, rich in well earned prosperity, health, employment ,personal 
enrichment, and full of positive responses to the challenges, that enlarge us, deepen us, and add 
wisdom, character and maturity to us. 
  
Thank you for your continual contact and interest in our well being, and we treasure each and 
every one of you. 
Much love and many blessings, 
 
All Blessings, 
From theChan's  
The Chan Family Update 
It feels like yesterday that 2007 just began and in a few days it is drawing to a close and once again the festive 
season is upon us and we find ourselves reflecting back on yet another blessed while challenging year. 
 
Year in a glance 
Michael has entered his first year in the Uni (USQ) for Psychological Study. To him it is a new era in terms of 
finishing high school and commencing university; passing adolescence and entering adulthood; having first job 
and drving by himself; expressing independent view and making own decision. Yet as parents we look forward to 
seeing his maturity. 
  
Florence and Kenneth have visited Hong Kong for 2 times in the early period of the year - first as a family & 
friend visit and second to attend Floence mum's funeral. To us it is also a new era. This year marks our 14 years 
stay in Australia. There have been so many changes. We saw the children growing up and the adults going into 
age. We saw the new born and also the passing of some. We made some new friends and we farewell a lot of old 
friends. We have been busy these days. Florence is heavily involved in church ministry and so as Kenneth. Ken is 
facing some problems at work and looks forward to a change.                
 
Looking ahead 
Thankfully our health is still keeping us well and we wish it continues to do so.  
In 2008 we look forward for a year of consolidation.  
We hope this email finds you well and please know that you are in our thoughts.    

 


